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2- ABSTRACT 

 

2.1. ABSTRACT IN ENGLISH: 

This report talks about an application named “Swing Ride”, it is an application 

that solves a common problem that exists everywhere which is transportation. 

Transportation is present everywhere, at some point, each person will need to move from 

a point A to a point B whether by taxi, car or bike. The problem that this application is 

trying to solve is the inconvenience of mobility and transportation, since that it can be 

very difficult, stressful and costly to take a cab. The application “Swing Ride” is here to 

solve this problem by providing and easy way of transportation through micro 

mobility/sharing of e-scooters. This has many advantages for the end-users as well as for 

the environment, it is cheaper that traditional ways of transportation, more freedom of 

movement and eco-friendly since that the e-scooter are 100% electric and do not release 

any CO2. 

 

 

2.2. ABSTRACT IN FRENCH: 
Ce rapport parle d'une application nommée "Swing Ride", c'est une application qui 

résout un problème commun qui existe partout et qui est le transport. Comme nous le 

savons tous chaque personne devra se déplacer d'un point A à un point B que ce soit en 

taxi, en voiture ou en vélo pour aller au travail, faire des courses….  

La problématique que cette application tente de résoudre est l'indisponibilité des 

moyens de transport a tout moment, car il peut être très difficile, stressant et coûteux de 

prendre un taxi par exemple. L'application "Swing Ride" est là pour résoudre ce problème 

en proposant un moyen de transport facile grâce à la micro mobilité/partage de scooters 

électriques. Cela présente de nombreux avantages pour les utilisateurs ainsi que pour 

l'environnement, c'est moins cher que les moyens de transport traditionnels, on a gain de 

liberté de mouvement et on contribue à la protection de l'environnement puisque les e-

scooters sont 100% électriques et ne dégagent aucun CO2. 
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3- LIST OF FIGURES : 

Figure 1: Software architecture adopted for the mobile application 

  Figure 2: REST API request flow 
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Figure 4: ERD adopted for the application 
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Figure 6: Some screens of the application. 

Figure 7: How React Native maps the different native elements corresponding to each 

platform. 
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           Figure 15: Login page of the dashboard. 

          Figure 16: Home page of the dashboard. 

          Figure 17: Issue page of the dashboard. 

            Figure 18: Users page of the dashboard 
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4 – INTRODUCTION 

“Swing Ride” is a mobile application that aims to ease and promote micro mobility. The 

application allows its users to rent e-scooters in different nearby stations. This will be achieved by 

giving the user the possibility to navigate through a map and visualize stations located next to 

his/her position. The user can select a station by selecting one on the map, then a list of available 

scooters is displayed giving the choice for the user to reserve a specific scooter. The application 

gives the possibility for the user to reserve a specific scooter before arriving and starting his ride, 

this ensures that a user is guaranteed to find a scooter when he arrives at a specific station. The 

application gives also the possibility to check for previous rides, adjust payment methods and 

settings. 

The application will be available on both IOS and Android platform to satisfy the needs of majority 

of the targeted users. 
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5 – LIST OF ACRONYMS 

API: Application Programming Interface 

REST: Representational State Transfer 

SSR: Server Side Rendering 

SQL: Structured Query Language 

RESTful: Server/Back-end that is based on a REST architecture 

Front-end: layer that consists of all what the user in interacting with. 

UI: User-Interface 

SEO: Search Engine Optimization 
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6- STEEPLE ANALYSIS 

6.1- Social Aspect: 

For the social aspect, the application will help Ifrane’s community by allowing its users 

to have a cheap way to move from point A to point B, the thing which will help them to 

contribute to their productivity as it is a convenient way of mobility 

6.2- Technological Aspect: 

For the technological aspect, the application is going to be based on modern 

technologies, which includes the use of a cross-platform mobile framework known as 

React Native, an API based on the REST architecture using Express.js which is web 

application framework based on Node.js, Prisma as an Object-Relational-Mapper, and 

Next.js which is a framework based on top of React.js that will tremendously help us 

when it comes to SEO (Search Engine Optimization) since that it comes with multiple 

added functionalities such as SSR (Server-Side Rendering), being able to run an API on 

the same server that runs our Front-End part, PostgreSQL as a persistence storage for the 

data and Outlook Authentication as a authentication methodology. For the back-end part, 

Express.js is going to be used  

6.3- Environmental Aspect: 

For the environmental aspect, the application will bring multiple benefits to the 

cities where it is operating. Firstly, it is going to contribute to the reduction of CO2 

(Carbon Dioxide), promoting and encouraging the use of micro mobility ways of 

transportation which will lead to an eco-friendly environment. 

6.4- Economical Aspect: 

For the economic aspect, all the technologies that are going to be used are open source 

which means that they are free to use. However, the application will use modern cloud 

platform solutions that will increase in cost in function of our active users which will 

positively contribute to the scalability of the application and be cost-efficient. 
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6.5- Political Aspect: 

This application has no political impact. 

6.6- Legal Aspect: 

This application has no legal impact. 

6.7- Ethical Aspect: 

For the ethical aspect, the application stores the data of each user, the stored data is not 

intended for another usage outside of the application’s scope. The information stored can 

be sensitive such as both first and last names, phone numbers... 

 

7- TECHNOLOGICAL ENABLERS: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

JavaScript: For this project, I decided to opt for JavaScript as a 

programming language for the whole project. JavaScript is a 

dynamically typed and a single thread programming language. It is 

mostly used for web development, non-heavy game development. 

Before, webs pages were just composed of HTM (Hypertext 

Markup Language) and CSS, but with the arrival of JavaScript, 

websites started to become more and more dynamic, and this is 

due to the fact that JavaScript was able to run on browsers and 

interact with the DOM (Document Object Model) to control fully 

control each HTML element. [1] 

 
Node.js: Node.js can be defined as a JavaScript runtime 

environment since that it allows JavaScript to run outside of a 

browser. It is mostly referred to as the JavaScript revolutionary 

since that it allows for JavaScript to be run outside of a browser 

environment and hence resulting in the creation reliable and 

scalable back-end web applications for multiple purposes. [2] 
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React Native: React Native was released in 2015 by Meta 

(previously: Facebook), it is an open-source cross-platform 

mobile JavaScript framework. It is mainly used for the creation of 

mobile applications for both IOS and Android with the same 

codebase. [3] 

Express.js: Express.js is a back-end web application framework, 

it runs on top of Node.js and give a set of tools to easily create 

web applications or API’s. [4] 

[3] 

PostgreSQL: PostgreSQL is an open-source RDBMS 

(Relational Database Management System), it is used to 

persistently manage and store data. [5] 

 

Prisma: Prisma is a ORM (Object-Relational Mapper) that 

allows for the creation of safe schema type definition for and to 

be able to execute queries without explicitly using SQL but by 

directly accessing pre-defined methods in Prisma using 

JavaScript. [6] 

[3] 

VS Code: VS Code is a free open-source and lightweight code 

editor that is highly customizable since that it allows the 

developers to add multiple open-source add-ons/extensions that 

makes the development more convenient and productive whether 

it is through pre-built code snippets, Syntax Checking or 

Intellisence. [7] 
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8- REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS: 

8.1- Functional Requirements: 

- The user shall be able to Log in using his Outlook account. 

- The user shall be able to Log out. 

- The user shall be able to look for the location of different stations. 

- The user shall be able to look for available scooters in each station. 

- The user shall be able to reserve a scooter. 

- The user shall be able to scan QR code on the scooter. 

- The user shall be able to make payments. 

- The user shall be able to check his trip history. 

- The user shall be able to modify his payment method. 

 

Redux: Redux is a tool that can be defined as state management 

library that efficiently manages the state of an application 

following best practices under the hood. Redux is mostly used in 

front-end web frameworks such as Vue.js, React.js or even in 

React Native too. [8] 

 

Next.js: Next.js can be described as a framework built on top of 

React.js (a JavaScript library that allows for building single page 

web applications), can be also referred as a full-stack framework 

since that it comes with features out of the box such as a 

building an integrated API without the need of an external API 

server. [9] 
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8.2 - Non-functional Requirements:  

8.2.1 - Scalability: 

The application needs to be able to handle a large growing number of users. Which 

means that the application will be able to follow and scale as our service is being 

offered in multiple cities. 

8.2.2 - Usability: 

The application needs to be user-friendly by proposing and designing an 

uncomplicated user experience design. 

8.2.3- Security:  

The application needs to be secure which means that the data should be 

extremely protected, validation at both the front-end and the back-end side 

needs to be implemented and all API routes should not be publicly callable. 

8.2.4- Compatibility: 

The application should be able to run on both IOS and Android phone 

systems to cover a vast majority of users. 

8.2.5- Performance: 

The application should be responsive which means that it should have an 

optimized loading time, whether it is when opening, navigating between 

screens or when it comes to getting API responses. 
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9- SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE: 

9.1 System Architecture 

As shown in the figure below, this is the architecture adopted for the 

application. It shows the main and different components of the application and 

how communication occurs between them.  

 

Figure 1: Software architecture adopted for the mobile application 

 

Representational State Transfer: it is a style of software architecture 

that is known also as REST, it allows us to create stable and reliable API’s 

that create communication between systems using the HTTP methods (GET, 

POST, PUT, PATCH), each method used has its own use case. For instance, 

if data needs to be fetched the ‘GET’ method is the most optimized method to 

adopt. (see Figure 9 and Figure 10). 
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                                Figure 2: REST API request flow [10] 

 

JavaScript Object Notation: also known as JSON, it is mostly used when 

sending and receiving payloads whether it is by making requests or receiving 

responses. JSON made communication between systems easier since that 

every programming language, platform can easily parse it and extract its data. 

 

 

Figure 3: Example of a JSON response 
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9.2 Entity Relationship Diagram:  

Entity Relationship Diagram, also known ERD, the diagram is a way to represent 

the design of the database by giving details on each table such as representing their different 

columns and the relationship that exists between the different tables. Below is a figure 

representing the corresponding ERD diagram adopted for this application. 

 

Figure 4: ERD adopted for the application 

 

9.3 Sequence diagram 

A sequence diagram is a diagram that shows the different interactions that happens 

between the objects in an order of sequence or in a sequential order. Sequence diagrams 

describes how the component of the system interacts between them. 
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Figure 5: Sequence Diagram 

 Firstly, as shown in the figure above, whenever the user interacts with the some actions in 

the mobile application, the user-interface sends an appropriate request depending on what did the 

user interacted with, this request makes a call with API Gateway that then maps the request to the 

corresponding function that is present in our business logic which makes a query to the database.  

Secondly, after that the request phase is completed, the response phase begins which starts 

by sending back the appropriate data queried by the business logic that then forwards it to the API 

Gateway which sends it back in a response to the user-interface which will allow the View to be 

ready for display to the User. 
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10- IMPLEMENTATION LOGIC OF THE APPLICATION: 

10.1 Explanation of the technology stack: 

 

Figure 6: Some screens of the application. 

 

 In order to implement to the application, React Native was the  main solution to go in order 

to rapidly come up with a reliable solution since that it allows us to ship the application to both 

Android and IOS platforms with the same code base. Below is a figure that demonstrates how the 

JavaScript (Programming Language on which React Native is based on) code is converted to a 

corresponding runnable code that is understood by each platform (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 7: How React Native maps the different native elements corresponding to each platform. [11] 

I also used React-Navigation, which is a library for React Native that was used to allow 

between the navigation of the different screens that are present and passing data (mainly referred 

as props) between screens; For example when moving  from the “MainScreen” to the 

“StationScreen” the id of that specific selected station is sent as a prop along to the “StationScreen” 

in order to allow it to fetch for the appropriate information about that specific station and therefore 

display the final state of the "StationScreen”. 

 As I talked about fetching above, the data is fetched by the user-interface from a RESTful 

API based on Express.js. Each Request that is sent contains a specific URI to access the resource, 

a Method type (GET, POST, PUT, PATCH or DELETE), Headers (Content-Type, Content-

Length, Authorization..) and the body (only accepted in POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE 

methods). For instance, when a user makes a reservation to reserve a scooter, an API request is 

made which has can be described as a POST method in this case (in order to create a new resource), 

Headers containing a content-type of JSON and finally the body or mainly referred as a payload 

that has a JSON structure. 

 As I talked above about the user, comes the question of “How should authentication be 

handled ?”. At the current state of the application, users are allowed to sign in using an existing 

Google account. This is established through OAuth (Open Authorization) which can be defined as 
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a way that lets third-party providers to grant/allow access to different information such as 

information related to a specific user (First Name, Last Name, E-Mail…) without the need of 

providing the end-platform with the password associated with the account. After a successful login 

the third-party provider provides the application/client with an access token (that usually comes 

with an expiration date) and a refresh token. The access token is the validity key that allows the 

third-party provider to check the authenticity of whether the requester is legitimate or not. 

In this case, the provided tokens are JWT-based (Json Web Tokens) tokens. JWTs are composed 

of 3 parts, a header, a payload and a signature. The header contains the type of the token and the 

hashing algorithm, the payload contains information such as “userId’ and expiration date…, and 

finally the signature contains the message that allows the server to verify that the payload did not 

receive any modification along the way of the request and make sure of the authenticity of the 

token.

 

Figure 8: How JWT are validated and allow for client to access restricted resources. 

When it comes to distinguishing between the authors of the requests that are made, the 

corresponding id of the user is sent in the JSON body/payload as stated above so that the resource 

that is going to be created is directly associated with that user. In order to store the id of the user 

and make it available to every component and therefore with every request sent, a global state 

manager is needed in order to make the user info available to all of the component of our 

application. As stated in the “Technology Enablers” section, Redux is the appropriate solution that 
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will fulfill this need. This global state manager will allow us to store the user information (id, Last 

Name, First Name, Email…) related of the current connected user, globally and make it available 

for the entire present component and sub-components of our application, as this solves an 

common-issues known as props/data-drilling which is the process of passing the data from a parent 

component to its child component that is in need of that specific data and especially as our 

application grows and contains more and more component props-drilling can be difficult to 

maintain and is more error-prone and hard to debug. The figure below shows exactly the 

comparison between adopting a global state manager (Redux in my case) and adopting a regular 

props-drilling methodology. 

 

 

Figure 9: Comparison on how different components are accessing their needed data in both props-

drilling and global state manager methodologies. [12] 
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10.2 User flow for the mobile application: 

In this part, I am going to talk about the typical flow of a user that is willing to rent an e-

scooter using the application. At first after that the user logs in, shows the user is redirected to the 

home screen (see Figure 17)  which contains a map showing the current location of the user and 

the available operating stations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Figure 10: Home Screen 

Once the user presses/clicks the desired station, he is redirected to the screen related with stations. 

The screen displays the name of the stations, the number of available scooters, and finally the list 

of scooters available for reservation. (see Figure 18).  

Once the user decides with which scooter he wants to take a ride with. He can click on the “Reserve 

Button”, to make sure that his scooter will be available for pick-up once he arrives at the station. 

To, give a response to the user, a Confirmation Screen is displayed (see Figure 19). 
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Figure 11: Station screen and Confirmation Screen 

And finally once the user arrives at the station, he can scan the QR Code using a camera present 

on the physical scooter and enjoy his ride. (see Figure 19) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: QRCodeCamera screen and CurrentTrip screen. 
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10.3 Dashboard related to the mobile application: 

As said above, the application will serve as tool to use a service, which is the rental of e-

scooters. In order for me as the owner of the application, I want to be able to keep track of the 

different trips, users, reservations, scooters… 

The most appropriate tool that will serve and fulfill the needs stated above is a dashboard. 

The main role of this dashboard will allow us to monitor our generated earning, increase of users 

over time, handle general issues (such as tickets made by users), keep track of our moving scooters, 

manage scooters and stations. 

 

   Figure 13: Architecture of the dashboard web application. 

For the technology stack of the dashboard I mainly decided to use Next.js as front-end 

framework. There are many reasons on why Next.js was my choice. Firstly, it is built on top of 

React.js, we have the possibility to leverage and make the use of some useful features provided by 

Next.js out of the box such as SSR and CSR. 

SSR or Server Side Rendering  allows us to increase performance since that the page is not 

built at client-side but in the server. We can see a significant increase in performance especially if 
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the computer of the client is not very powerful since that when SSR is not enabled the server sends 

a JavaScript bundle to let the client’s browser built the page. 

 
Figure 14: Server Side Rendering flow. [13] 

As it is shown above in the figure above (see Figure 19), the front-end that (dashboard) is using 

the same back-end server as our mobile application. Requests issued by the front-end are then 

handled by the back-end server. The dashboard is mainly reading data from the database such as 

getting trips, reservations related with each user... 
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Figure 15: Login page of the dashboard 

 

Figure 16: Home page of the dashboard 

The home page of the dashboard gives us a brief summary about the earnings over time, trips 

operated over time, pending issues and average daily trips. 
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Figure 17: Issue page of the dashboard. 

As we can see on the figure above the issue page shows issues that users made when they 

encountered technical problems whether it is related with the scooter, the malfunctioning of certain 

feature... 
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Figure 18: Users page of the dashboard 

Finally comes the users page that shows us all of the registered members on the application. It 

shows their First and Last name, total trips of each user, recent trip as well as the date when they 

signed up on the application. 
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11-  Conclusion: 

 Even if the time was not enough, I was able to deliver an acceptable MVP (Minimum 

Viable Product). But the application can still have more features offered such as: 

- Authentication support with multiple providers (Outlook, Facebook, Twitter…). 

- Real-time chat with support. 

- Ability to do a group ride (reduced cost). 

- Add route/path to follow on the map to a specific station. 

Once the application is getting more and more users, I would like to rewrite the whole code 

base of the application in both Swift for IOS and Kotlin for ANDROID since application built with 

their native code tend to outperform applications built with cross-platform solution such as React 

Native (in this case) or Flutter (Alternative for React Native by Google). 

To conclude, I can say that I enjoyed a lot during this what I did in this project. It allowed 

me to discover and learn how to develop applications for mobile platforms. This was my first time 

building a mobile application, which means that this was a learning by doing process. The 

documentation was my main source of learning. All of what I have learned during my previous at 

AUI allowed me to fully grasp and understand the inner workings and mechanisms of the different 

technologies that I have worked with to make and concretize this project. I can say that all of this 

helped me acquire different skills that are going to be very useful when it comes to working in the 

industry. 
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APPENDIX 

 

 Front-end (React Native) Code: 
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 Server Side (REST API) code: 

 


